What Are You Here For Anyway?
Proxe Station Instructions
Introduction and Invitation
• Do the proxe station yourself. Become acquainted with the options. Think through how you decided to
come to college.
• Smile.
• ‘Hi, my name is ______ and I’m a part of the Christian Fellowship on campus. We’re asking people to do a
quick survey on why you’re here. Would you like to participate and also see what other people put?’
• ‘Take these sticker dots and go from left to right. I’ll ask you some questions at the end. Blue for guys and
red for women.’
Followup Question
• Which question did you find most interesting? How come?
o Chase that one down a bit more to get to know them
• What is your sense of purpose shaped by? Family? Media? Sports?
Important Questions to Ask Anytime:
• Do you think that a self-centered person can truly be happy? I mean, if I’m self-centered, then no one else
in the whole wide world is as committed to me as I am. So I’ll always be disappointed, even with my future
spouse. That’s why I think there must be some bigger truth out there to commit our lives to.
• What do you think God wants for the world? Including you?
• Does that affect you in any way?
• Would you like to have more conversations about Jesus?
For People with Significance and Purpose Questions:
• Did you mark ‘Cheat’? (or give up ‘Integrity’?) What would prevent you from cheating, or from lying on
your resume to get the best internship or job?
• Did you mark ‘Do community service’? Why is community service important to you?
• Where is your sense of purpose leading you?
• How do you know that’s right?
• Do you think accomplishing that will have eternal significance?
• In what ways do you think the world needs to be changed? Do you think Jesus is doing something to
change this world?
• Can I share with you why I think my sense of purpose grows best when it’s connected to what Jesus is
doing in the world?
For People with Relational Questions
• Did you mark ‘To make life-long friends’ or ‘To find a mate’ or ‘Have a family’?
• Where do you think you’ll find community here?
• Where does your sense of what makes a good relationship/friendship good come from?
• Where does the value of a human being come from?
• Do you think God or Jesus has anything to do with that?
• Could I share with you how my faith in Jesus has shaped the value I can see in relationships? “God is
relational, and He made us relational, and through Jesus, He’s restoring us in a relational way…”
For People with Truth Questions
• Did you mark down ‘To find the truth’ or ‘To be enlightened’? Why or why not? Do you think there is
truth to be known?
• What if you waste a lot of your money, energy, and time on the wrong things, if there are wrong things?
• Do you have a spiritual background that affects how you answer these questions?
• Do you think having a spiritual background supplies us with truth that would affect us? How?

